
Uppsala University Bernhard M�ullerDepartment of Information Tehnology tel. 018-4712975Division of Sienti� ComputingExamination in Analysis of Numerial Methods2004-12-10Time: 9.00-14.00 h.Tools: Beta Mathematis Handbook.Maximum number of points is 30. To get full points you must show your omputations in detail andmotivate your assumptions.1. Consider the PDE problem 8<: ut = buxx x 2 [0; 1℄; t � 0;u(x; 0) = f(x); x 2 [0; 1℄;u(0; t) = u(1; t); t � 0; (1)where b > 0 is onstant. We want to solve (1) with the Du Fort-Frankel shemevn+1j � vn�1j2k = bvnj+1 � vn+1j � vn�1j + vnj�1h2 : (2)a) Show that the Du Fort-Frankel sheme (2) is seond order aurate in spae and time, if� = kh2 is onstant. With whih PDE is (2) onsistent, if � = kh is onstant?b) Prove that the Du Fort-Frankel sheme (2) is unonditionally stable. (6p)2. Consider the Du Fort-Frankel sheme (2) with the boundary onditions( �3vn+10 +4vn+11 �vn+122h = 0;vn+1N = 0 (3)disretizing homogeneous Neumann and Dirihlet boundary onditions, respetively. Chek thestability of sheme (2) with the boundary onditions (3). You may use results from task 1.Hint: If the asymptoti analysis for Æ ! 0 fails to give an answer with the �rst order terms, theseond order terms have to be heked. � f(Æ; �) = Æ2 implies f(Æ; �)! 0 for Æ ! 0. (6p)3. Eletromagneti phenomena are governed by the Maxwell equations. We onsider the 1DMaxwell equations in a nononduting medium:Bt + Ex = 0 (4)Et + 2Bx = 0 (5)where B is the magneti indution and E the eletri �eld.  is the propagation speed of theeletromagneti wave, i.e.  is a positive onstant.1



a) Show that the 1D Maxwell equations (4) and (5) form a hyperboli system, i.e. that theoeÆient matrix A de�ned by (4) and (5) has real eigenvalues and is diagonalizable.b) What are the slopes of the harateristis and whih quantities are onstant along them?) Suppose we want to solve the 1D Maxwell equations (4) and (5) on the interval [0; 1℄. Provideboundary onditions suh that the initial boundary value problem for the 1D Maxwellequations is well-posed. Sketh the harateristis and onstrut the exat solution. (6p)4. a) Show that the Lax-Friedrihs shemevn+1j = 12(vnj+1 + vnj�1) � akD0vnj (6)for the one-way wave equation ut+aux = 0, a onstant, with periodi boundary onditionsis total variation diminishing, if jajkh � 1.b) The Godunov method is a onservative method for salar onservation lawsut + f(u)x = 0 : (7)The numerial ux funtion of the Godunov method is omputed byhnj+1=2 = f(unj+1=2) ; (8)where unj+1=2 is the exat solution of (7) at xj+1=2 = 12(xj + xj+1) and t > 0 for the initialondition u(x; 0) = � unj x < xj+1=2unj+1 x > xj+1=2 (9)Chek that the formulaf(unj+1=2) = ( minunj �u�unj+1f(u) unj � unj+1maxunj �u�unj+1f(u) unj > unj+1 (10)for onvex uxes, i.e. d2f(u)du2 > 0, is orret for the ux funtion f(u) = u22 of the invisidBurgers' equation with [u01; u02; u03℄ = [�1; 2; 1℄. Thus, ompute h01+1=2 and h02+1=2 by solving(7) and (9) for the given data and ompare with (10).Compute u12 with the Godunov method and kh = 0:25. (6p)5. Consider the linear system Au = f arising from disretizing the ODE� �u00 = f(x) ; 0 � x � 1u(0) = u(1) = 0 (11)by �D+D�uj = fj, j = 1; :::; n1, with h1 = 1n1+1 .a) Estimate the spetral radius of the iteration matrixG for the two-grid multigrid methodby using (proof not required)�(G) = max1���n0+1f�(G(�))g ; (12)2



where G(�) = � s2� 2�s2� 2� � � 2�� 00 s2�� � ; � = 1; :::; n0; (13)and G(n0+1) = 2��with n0 + 1 = (n1 + 1)=2, s2� = sin2 ���h12 � and 2� = os2 ���h12 �.The upper bound of �(G) should be as sharp as possible.b) Using the result from (a), prove that the two-grid multigrid method is onvergent for � = 1; 2; :::,where � is the number of damped Jaobi iterations.Hint: If you have not solved (a), you may use the estimate�(G(�)) � 2max0���1=2f�(1� �)�g : (14) (6p)
Good luk!
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